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Figure 1

Tape Light

TL-24V-30

TL-24V-60

Max Run Length

MAXIMUM SINGLE RUN LENGTH

32.8ft (10m)

16.4ft (5m)

Wattage

2.2 watts/ft

3.7 watts/ft

WARNING: These products may represent a possible shock or fire hazard if improperly installed or attached in any way. 
Products should be installed in accordance with these instructions, current electrical codes and/or the current National 
Electric Code (NEC). 
WARNING: To avoid electrical shock, disconnect or disable power at the source prior to installation or maintenance.
WARNING: To avoid electrical shock, use only with 24V DC plug-in power supply or 24V DC hardwire power supply with a 
wattage capacity that can handle the total load. Factory warranty will be void if used with a non-recommended power supply, 
transformer, or driver.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1. This tape light is intended for indoor use. If used outside, seal with silicone and shrink tube.
2. Do not use if there is any damage to the tape light, diodes, or conductors.
3. Do not route cords or tape light through walls, doors, windows or any similar part of a building structure.
4. Secure units using clips and/or extrusions designed for this product. Do not secure unit or its power connector with staples, 
     nails, or any other sharp object/s that may damage fixture.

LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS:
Never fold FlexForm or bend past the minimum bending radius of 1” whether lighted or unlighted. 
Note: See Figure 1 for maximum run lengths and wattage consumption.  To double the coverage, consider placing a driver in a 
central location that can power two runs. Calculate the load(s) and make sure to select a driver that can handle the total load. For 
all plug-in drivers, a maximum load less than or equal to 80% of its capacity is recommended for maximum driver life. See also 
CONNECTING POWER on page 3.

1. Determine the location of the FlexForm and length needed for the installation. If any cuts are to be made, 
     follow “CUTTING FlexForm” instructions on page 2.
2. If an intersection is involved, plan ahead by starting the layout there. (”L” and “T” connectors are sold 
     separately, TL-L and TL-T, respectively.) Prepare the mounting surface by dusting and/or cleaning it, so  
     that the adhesive tape can adhere to the surface, and so that any marks will be easy to locate. Jumpers are also 
     available  in 6” , 12”  and 24” lengths, sold separately (TL-JUMP.5, TL-JUMP1, and TL-JUMP2, respectively).
3. Mark the location(s) of  any L and T connector(s), then determine the best length for all sections, keeping in 
     mind the cut marks and max runs of each type of FlexForm (See also Figures 1, 2, and 3).
4. Determine the type and best location for the power supply in relation to the FlexForm installation to determine 
     routing of the power cord(s). See also reverse side “CONNECTING POWER” on page 3 for details regarding hardwire   
     versus plug-in power supply connection.
5. Mark the location of the beginning of the run where the power connector will be attached.
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Figure 2

Figure 3

TL-24V-60 with 60 LEDs per meter = 3.94” (3-15/16”) cutting increments
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Splice
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Slide onto exposed copper conductors until fully seated

Cut MarksTL-24V-30 with 30 LEDs per meter = 6.56” (6-9/16”) cutting increments

Cut along both inner lines, 
removing center material 

between inner lines to expose 
copper conductors

Strip away clear plastic to 
outer line to expose copper 

conductors to prepare
FlexForm for connector

                                AWM 2468     22AWG     80°C     300V     AWM     cRI     AWM 2468     22AWG     80°C     300V     AWM     cRI      

CUTTING FlexForm:
24V FlexForm can be cut at small increments, clearly marked on the tape light. 
See Figure 2 below for cutting increments specific to TL-24V-30 and TL-24V-60.
1. Determine nearest cut mark that is best suited for the specific installation.
2. Using a good pair of scissors, making sure the cut is square, make appropriate cuts according to what type of FlexForm you   
     are using (see Figure 2 on page 2).
3. On the back side of the LED FlexForm, cut away 3M® adhesive tape so power connectors or splice connectors can   
     fit onto the end and make solid contact with the copper conductors on both sides of the FlexForm.

CONNECTING and MOUNTING FlexForm SECTIONS:
This product is designed to be mounted to a smooth, non-moving surface
1. Review any marks made indicating placement of connectors prior to continuing. For best adhesion to surface, 
 once FlexForm backing is removed, it should be placed on mounting surface and not be removed or repositioned.
2. Peel the protective backing from the adhesive tape and press the first piece of  FlexForm into place. If there is an 
 “L” or “T” connection, this will be the first piece to be placed (then work back towards the piece where power will attach).
3. For extending any piece, connect a splice connector or jumper wire to the preceeding piece by inserting it
 completely into the connector (See Figure 3.) Additional inline connectors are sold separately, part number TL-SPL.
4. Attach the next FlexForm section to the inline connector in a similar manner.
5.  For best results, allow 24 hours for the adhesive to “cure” to the mounting surface before using lights.
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Figure 4

Item #

Item #

TL-24V-30

TL-24V-30

TL-24V-60

TL-24V-60

Watts/ft

Watts/ft

2.2W/ft

2.2W/ft

3.7W/ft

3.7W/ft

ELV-30-24

PS-40-24VPI

Distances for ELV power supplies in dimming applications
(60% minimum load)

Distances for plug-in power supplies

Distances for LED-DR power supplies

MAXIMUM RUN DISTANCES CONNECTED TO ONE POWER SUPPLY - LED FLEXFORM 24V - 30 & 60

ELV-45-24

PS-60-24VPI

ELV-60J-24

PS-90-24VPI

ELV-80J-24 LED-DR-24 LED-DR60-24 LED-DR100-24 LED-DR150-24

8.18ft - 13.6ft

18.18ft*

12.2ft - 20.45ft*

27.27ft*

16.3ft - 27.27ft*

40.9ft*

21.8ft* - 36.3ft* 11.3ft 27.2ft* 45.4ft* 68.1ft*

4.86ft - 8.1ft

10.8ft

7.3ft - 12.16ft

16.2ft

9.73ft - 16.2ft*

24.3ft*

12.9ft - 21.6ft* 6.75ft 16.2ft 27.02ft* 40.54ft*

Note: Plug-in power supplies are not dimmable.

LED-DR drivers are non-dimming unless used with PWM 
dimmers (secondary side dimming, 3 watt load minimum). 

See Figure 6 on Page 4 for an example.

CONNECTING POWER
This LED product is designed to be used with a regulated 24V DC power supply only. Do not use a 24V AC transformer because 
that will result in an “AC flicker” and overdriving of the LEDs due to the alternating current and non-regulated output.
1.   Prepare the end of the LED FlexForm by removing the 3M® adhesive backing on the underside of the LED FlexForm strip.
2. Push the power cord fitting onto the prepared end of the FlexForm, in a similar manner to the splice connector or jumper  
 wire (as illustrated in Figure 3 on previous page and Figure 5 on next page)  
2.  For plug-in installations, first check which models are available by visiting www.americanlighting.com/constant-voltage-
 drivers.html. Attach DC jack from white power cord of TL-CONKIT-NP (sold separately) to DC jack of plug-in power supply  
 (sold separately). Plug power supply into 120V AC power source.
3.  For hardwire installations, use both the DC jack lead in conjunction with the mating DC to bare wire leads (both parts of 
 TL-CONKIT-NP, sold separately). The bare wire leads will connect to the primary side of the power supply.
4. Attach the black power cord with DC jack to the white DC jack from step 1.
5.  Attach bare leads of black power cord to leads (or terminals) of driver, following driver instructions and
 matching polarity (black lead wire on TL cord is negative, red lead wire is positive).
6. The non-powered end of the FlexForm does not require an end cap.
 
Note: The maximum single run distance for TL-24V-30 = 32.8ft (10 meters) and TL-24V-60 = 16.4 feet (5 meters). For any distance 
greater than single run length, divide length into multiple runs so that no single run exceeds that maximum run distance. Calcu-
late the load(s) and make sure to select a driver that can handle the total load. 

*Maximum run lengths shown above are for one (1) centrally located power supply with two (2) or more SINGLE runs of 
FlexForm that total the maximum load allowed without exceeding their maximum SINGLE run lengths. For all plug-in drivers, a 

maximum load less than or equal to 80% of its capacity is recommended for maximum driver life. For the availability of dimming 
drivers and mounting extrusions for various applications, please visit  www.americanlighting.com or contact the factory.

ADDITIONAL SAFETY MEASURES:
1.    Use only 3M® tape to secure FlexForm. This brand is standard (pre-attached) for all kits/reels.
2.    Route and secure cords so that they will not be pinched or damaged in any way.

Important Note: The National Electrical Code (NEC) does not permit cords to be concealed where damage to insulation may go 
unnoticed. To prevent fire danger, do not run cord  behind walls, ceilings, soffits, or cabinets where it may be inaccessible for 

examination. Cords should be visually examined periodically and immediately replaced when and damage is noted.
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Figure 5

Figure 6

TL-CONKIT-NP
To Power Supply Jumper

Splice
Connector

5/8”
Clearance
Needed

LED-DR100-24 Power Driver

AC Power

AL-PWM-6A Dimmer

Tape Light

TAPE LIGHT INSTALLATION EXAMPLE

TL-T

T-connection L-connection

Tape Light

Mounting Clip

TL-L
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DIMMING WITH PWM DIMMER
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7V LED 100 CV24
Class 2 converter for LED Loads
LPC
Input: 100-277V 0/50/60Hz ( Blue-N  Brown-L  Green-GND )
 1.3A (100V) - 05A (277V)
Output: 24V DC,  Red + / Black -
14AWG min. supply wire.
Copper conductors only

SELV Output
24V DC, 4A
Pmax 100VA

ta: -30°C...+50°C
tc:+90°C
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